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ABSTRACT
Simulation time is often the bottleneck in the cache design process. In this paper, algorithms
for the ecient simulation of direct mapped and set associative caches are presented. Two
classes of direct mapped caches are considered: xed line size caches and xed size caches.
A binomial tree representation of the caches in each class is introduced. The xed line size
class is considered for set associative caches. A generalization of the binomial tree data
structure is introduced and the xed line size class of set associative caches is represented
using the generalized binomial tree. Algorithms are developed that use the data structures
to determine miss ratios for the caches in each class. Analytical and empirical comparisons
of the algorithms to previously published algorithms such as all-associativity and forest
simulation are presented. Analytically it is shown that the new algorithms always perform
better than earlier algorithms. Empirically, the new algorithms are shown to outperform
earlier ones by factors of 1:0 to 5:0.
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1 Introduction
CPU caches are small fast memories located between the CPU and the main memory.
They contain a small subset of the contents of the main memory. CPU accesses are satis ed
by the cache for the most part. The main memory is accessed only if the requested memory
location is not present in the cache. Since the time to access the cache is usually much
lower than the time to access main memory, caches help decrease the e ective memory
access time. There are excellent discussions on caches in the literature, for instance [13, 4].

In this paper new techniques for the ecient simulation of caches are presented. These
techniques are expected to be helpful in the cache design process.
An important aspect of cache design at the architectural level is deciding on the three
parameters: cache size, line size and degree of associativity. The optimality of the cache
parameters depends on the workload to be run on the machine; so cache design is typically
done by simulating various con gurations on address traces of representative workloads.
The other common evaluation options | analytical modeling and hardware prototyping |
are not usually used for evaluating cache designs. Analytical modeling lacks accuracy and
hardware prototyping is expensive.
Cache simulation is time intensive primarily because of the trace length. Two factors
contribute to large trace lengths: cold start misses and variation in trace characteristics.
Cold start misses are the misses that occur at the start of the simulation on references to
new addresses, because the cache is initially empty. If the trace is too short, cold start
misses will account for a disproportionate fraction of the total misses and the simulation
results can underestimate the performance of the underlying system. The second factor
contributing to big traces is the di erence in trace characteristics in di erent phases of
the program. When cache evaluation is done with a small trace representing one phase
of the program, the results are not reliable. This is illustrated in [2]. Complete traces of
workloads, billions of addresses long, are simulated and it is shown that if smaller segments
of the complete traces are used, the results can vary greatly depending on which segment
of the trace is simulated.
Single-pass simulation algorithms are one approach to minimizing the time taken in
doing cache simulation. In single-pass simulation more than one cache con guration is
simulated at the same time; for instance multiple direct mapped caches of varying size but
of the same line size. Single-pass simulation is ecient when properties relating the contents
of one cache to another are exploited. Data structures that re ect these relations between
caches facilitate the development of ecient algorithms. There are two other approaches to
decreasing the time of cache simulation. One approach is to use reduced traces. A reduced
trace is a shorter version of the original trace obtained by sampling or other means, so that
the cache performance on the reduced traces matches or is a close approximation to that
on the original trace. The other approach is parallel cache simulation, where the cache
con gurations are simulated in parallel. Single-pass simulation can be used in combination
with these other approaches.
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Apart from the improvement in simulation time, there are two other bene ts to developing single-pass algorithms. Firstly, the development of single-pass algorithms requires a
focus on the relations between cache con gurations. This leads to a better understanding
of the di erences between alternate cache con gurations. Secondly, single-pass simulation
enables a di erential comparison between caches. For example it is possible to instrument a
single-pass program to output software events that cause a performance di erence between
two cache con gurations. Such data is useful both in cache design and in compiler development.

Preliminaries
A two-level memory hierarchy model is assumed with a single cache and main memory.
The trace is a list of addresses and the simulation algorithms output the miss ratio of each
cache.
The line size is the same as the fetch size1 . So on each miss all the bytes in the missing line
are fetched. Subsequent references to any byte in the line are hits. There is no prefetching.
Bit selection mapping is assumed. LRU replacement is assumed where the degree of
associativity is greater than one.
The output of the simulation algorithm is the miss ratio in each con guration simulated.
The miss ratio may be used to get the e ect of the cache on the CPI (cycles per instruction)
to a rst approximation. Miss ratio is not the only factor which determines the e ect
of the cache on the CPI; other factors include the distribution of misses, the number of
dirty misses, and the CPU design. The miss ratio could be used to restrict the range of
con gurations of interest. More thorough simulation may be done later on this smaller
subset of con gurations.

Overview of Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and contrasts
our results with that of others. In Section 3 an algorithm is presented that uses data
inclusion properties to simulate multiple con gurations of direct mapped caches with xed
line size and varying number of sets. A dual algorithm is then presented that uses tag
1 Line size and fetch size are used as de ned in [10]. Line (Block) size is the unit of data for which there

is an address tag. Fetch size is the number of bytes fetched on a miss.
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inclusion properties to simulate direct mapped caches with xed size and varying line size. In
Section 4 the xed line size algorithm is extended to multiple con gurations of set-associative
caches of varying associativity by using a novel generalized binomial tree structure. All the
algorithms reported in this paper including previously developed competing algorithms have
been implemented. Section 5 reports on the empirical comparisons of the various algorithms
done using these implementations.

2 Related Work
There is a naive single-pass simulation method which is applicable in the simulation
of any collection of cache designs. In this naive simulation, a separate data structure is
maintained for each cache con guration. Each data structure is inspected and updated for
each address in the trace. Compared to the simulation of cache designs in separate passes,
this method amortizes the amount of I/O required (if the trace is stored on a disk), or trace
generation time (if the trace is generated on-the- y). The single pass simulation methods
reviewed in this section and those introduced in the paper utilize inclusion properties within
certain classes of caches and are more ecient than this naive algorithm.
The initial work on single pass simulation of memory hierarchies was done by Mattson
et al., [9] at IBM in the context of virtual-memory systems. They describe an algorithm for
simulating a range of fully associative caches of varying sizes but xed line size. They do
this by proving that the contents of a fully associative cache is a subset of the contents of
all larger fully associative caches with the same line size (called an inclusion property) for
a class of replacement policies. In their algorithm the state of all caches is maintained in
a single stack. For each incoming address, caches are examined in increasing order of size.
By the inclusion property, once the address is known to hit a cache, the address will also
hit in all bigger caches.
Hill and Smith present the forest simulation algorithm in [7], for simulating direct
mapped caches of varying sizes but xed line size. This algorithm also uses an inclusion
property. Caches are searched from the smallest to the largest for each incoming address
and the search is stopped once the address hits in a cache. In Section 2, we introduce
an algorithm based on binomial trees for simulating the same class of caches. The new
algorithm takes fewer comparisons than forest simulation on the average.
Single-pass simulation of caches with varying line sizes has not been considered much
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in the literature. The only work that the authors are aware of is that of Slutz and Traiger
[12], where the original algorithm of Mattson et al. is extended to handle multiple line
sizes. In Section 2 we present an algorithm based on the binomial tree to simulate direct
mapped caches of the same size but varying line sizes in one pass. Such a collection of cache
designs is expected to occur frequently in the design process, because important constraints
for physical (and virtual) caches xes the primary cache size to the virtual memory page
size [4]. The algorithm uses a novel inclusion property between tag stores.
A method for simulating set associative caches of varying numbers of sets and varying
associativities is described by Mattson et. al. [9]. This algorithm assumes that the set
mapping is done by bit selection. This algorithm is generalized to work for set mapping
functions other than bit selection by Hill and Smith [7] and is referred to as all-associativity
simulation in the following. In Section 3 we present an algorithm to simulate the same
class of set associative caches using a generalized form of the binomial tree. The worst
case number of comparisons per address, of the new algorithm, is linear in the number of
caches simulated, whereas that of all-associativity simulation is exponential in the number of
caches simulated. More importantly, the new algorithm never takes more comparisons and
outperforms all-associativity simulation signi cantly on practical traces, especially when the
associativity is low. The new algorithm also handles memory better than all-associativity
simulation.
Another technique for speeding up simulation is to use reduced traces. A reduced trace
is obtained by passing the original trace through a lter. The reduced trace is signi cantly
smaller than the original trace but has sucient information to give accurate results for the
caches of interest. In [11] a technique along these lines is presented for simulating direct
mapped and set associative caches of a xed line size. But the results are not accurate if
caches of a di erent line size are simulated. Wang and Baer [18] suggest obtaining a universal
reduced trace which is a union of reduced traces for various line sizes. They note that this
universal reduced trace is only about 50% bigger than a single line size reduced trace.
Laha et.al. [8] present a sampling technique to obtain reduced traces that approximate
the behavior of the original trace. The single-pass simulation approach is complementary
to the reduced trace approach. All the algorithms described here are compatible with
reduced traces, i.e., the input trace to the single-pass algorithms can be a reduced trace.
Parallelizing cache simulation is another approach to decreasing the simulation time. A
simple parallelizing scheme is to simulate one cache con guration in each processor. But
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extra work is done compared to single-pass simulation, since relations between caches are
not exploited. Single-pass algorithms may themselves be parallelized.

3 Simulation of Direct Mapped Caches
The parameters of a direct mapped cache include the line size (LS ), the number of sets
(NS ) and the cache size (CS ) with the relation CS = LS  NS . Single-pass simulation of
direct mapped caches with constant LS and varying NS is considered in the rst subsection.
Single-pass simulation of caches with constant CS but varying NS is considered in the
subsequent subsection.
The following notation is used. A direct mapped cache with 2S sets and line size 2L is
denoted as CSL (S is the width of the set eld and L is the width of the line eld). [X ]lines
denotes the lines contained in X where X may be a set, a group of sets or a cache. [X ]tags
denotes the tags contained in the tag store corresponding to X . The input to the simulation
is a trace x1 ; x2; : : :; xTL of addresses. For any address, set number or line number y , y [i : j ]
denotes the bit eld between bits i and j (inclusive) in the binary representation of y . The
least signi cant bit is numbered 0. The number of bits in an address is denoted by W .

3.1 Constant LS - Varying NS
In this subsection we consider the single-pass simulation of a range of direct mapped
caches CSL+i, i = 0; : : :; M , with a xed line size 2L, and varying number of sets. In the
rst part of the section relations are proved between the contents of caches in the class and
the data structure and algorithm are presented. In the next part implementation issues are
discussed and in the last part the complexity of the new algorithm is compared with earlier
algorithms.
The terms address and line are used interchangeably in this subsection. This is acceptable because the line number2 a = x[W ? 1 : L] of an address x is the same for all the
caches.
2 Line number is the part of the address left after truncating the line eld.
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Figure 1: Bit elds in CSL and CSL+k

Cache Relations and Data Structure
A lemma relating the contents of two caches with the same line size but varying number
of sets is proved below. A previously known inclusion property follows as a corollary to
this lemma. Based on this inclusion property, an algorithm has been developed earlier; this
algorithm is reviewed. The data structure that we use, which is based on this lemma, is
then introduced.

Lemma 1: For each set p in CSL there are exactly 2k sets P in CSL k such that [p]lines 
[P ]lines and ([P ]lines ? [p]lines) \ [CSL]lines = .
+

Proof :

CSL k uses k extra bits for selecting a set when compared to CSL, as shown in Fig. 1. So
lines mapping to a single set p in CSL map to one of 2k sets in CSL k , given by P = fs s.t. s[S ? 1 : 0] = pg.
Only one of the 2k sets of CSL k is present in CSL and that is the set that was updated last,
i.e., [p]lines is the same as the contents of that set in P which was updated last. Therefore,
[p]lines  [P ]lines.
+

+

+

Conversely, lines mapping to one of the sets of P in CSL+k can only map to p in CSL. So
CSL does not have any of the contents of P apart from [p]lines. 2
The following corollaries are stated without proof. They follow directly from the lemma
and the proof.
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Corollary 1
The least signi cant S bits of the set numbers of the sets in P are identical, and give
the set number of p.
Corollary 2
[CSL1 ]lines  [CSL2 ]lines, if S1  S2.

Corollary 2 above is the same as Corollary 5 of Theorem 1 in [7]. The inclusion property
of Corollary 2 is exploited in forest simulation [7]. In forest simulation for each of the caches
being simulated, a separate array with the contents of the tag-store is maintained. 3 A hitarray with one entry for each cache is also maintained. An address is read from the trace
and the tag-store arrays of the caches are searched starting from the smallest. If the tags
do not match in a particular cache, the old tag is replaced with the new tag. Otherwise,
the corresponding hit-array entry is incremented and bigger caches are not searched. Since
larger direct mapped caches contain smaller ones, the line will be present in all bigger
caches. After all the trace addresses have been processed, the number of hits in any cache
is obtained by summing the hit counts of all caches in the hit-array, excluding those for
bigger caches.
The new algorithm presented here uses a binomial forest data structure. Lemma 1 is
the basis of a recursive combining procedure which builds up this data structure. Consider
the sets in some cache. Set pairs are formed such that each pair consists of sets which
di er only in the most signi cant bit of their set numbers. In each pair, the more recent
set is placed above the other. The contents of the next smaller cache, with half the number
of sets, is the same as the contents of those sets that are at the top of their pair. This
combining may be done recursively so that, at each stage the contents of the sets at the
top represent the contents of some smaller cache. The structure that results from such a
combining procedure is a forest of binomial trees.
Binomial trees may be de ned inductively as follows [17] (Fig. 2): A binomial tree of
degree4 0 (B0 in Fig. 2) has one node. A binomial tree of degree x (Bx ) is built by connecting
the roots of two binomial trees of degree x ? 1 (Bx?1 and Bx?1 ) with an edge. The number
of nodes in a binomial tree is therefore 2degree . Bx?1 is called the subtree of degree x ? 1
0

3 A representation as a forest of balanced binary trees is also possible, hence the name.
4 In literature the term index is commonly used instead of degree. For this application \degree", with its

implication of size, seems more appropriate.
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Figure 2: De nition of the binomial tree
of Bx . Similarly Bx?1 has a subtree of degree x ? 2, Bx?2 . Bx?2 is also called a subtree of
degree x ? 2 of Bx . Similarly Bx has subtrees of degree x ? 3, x ? 4, : : : 0. Bx is the maximal
subtree (degree x) of itself. The tree rooted at a node refers to the maximal subtree rooted
at that node. 5 The rank of a node is de ned as the degree of the tree rooted at the node.
It can be shown that any node in a binomial tree of rank k has children of rank 0 to
k ? 1. The following is another de nition of subtree for a binomial tree. A subtree of degree
k ? r at a node of rank k in a binomial tree consists of the node and the trees rooted at
children of rank 0 to k ? r ? 1. The children are attached to the node as in the original tree.
Below we describe the combining procedure for building up the binomial forest more
formally. Let CSL+i, i = 0; 1; : : :; M denote the caches to be simulated. The binomial forest
representing the caches is obtained using the combining procedure as follows:

Combining Procedure

Input: Sets in cache CSL+M and the order in which they were updated.
Procedure:
1. Form a forest of trees of degree one by connecting pairs of sets s1 and s2 with an edge,
with the more recently updated set as the root, if s1 [S + M ? 2 : 0] = s2 [S + M ? 2 : 0].
2. For i = 2 to M ,
Form a forest of trees of degree i by connecting the roots of pairs of trees t1 and t2
of degree i ? 1 with an edge, with the more recently updated root as the new root, if
5 The term subtree is used in a speci c sense in the paper. For instance, Bx?1 is not a subtree of Bx .
0
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Figure 3: Recursive combining of sets

s [S + M ? i ? 1 : 0] = s [S + M ? i ? 1 : 0], where s is any set in t and s is any set in t .
Output: Forest consisting of 2S trees of degree M .
1

2

1

1

2

2

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3, where S = 1 and M = 2. The sets in the top
row are the sets in C3L. Each set has an associated tag indicating the contents of the set,
but the tags are not important in the present discussion and are not shown. The data
structure after one combining step is shown in the second row. The set at the root is the
most recently updated in each tree. The contents of the sets at the root are the contents of
C2L. The corresponding set numbers in C2L is obtained by stripping the most signi cant bit
o the set number in C3L . The result of a second combining step is shown in the third row.
Now the contents of the sets at the root are the contents of C1L. The set number in C1L is
obtained by stripping o the two most signi cant bits from the set number in C3L .
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The binomial forest obtained using the combining procedure has the following properties.
In the following, set number and tag are with respect to CSL+M unless stated otherwise.

Property 1 In a subtree of degree k, the least signi cant S + M ? k bits of the set
numbers are identical, and two subtrees of degree k di er in at least one of the
least signi cant S + M ? k bits of the set numbers.

Property 2 The line in a set of rank k is in caches CSL i, i = M ? k; : : :; M .
+

The validity of the two properties may be seen by considering the state of the structure
just before trees of degree k are combined. The contents of the root sets at this stage are
the same as the contents of cache CSL+M ?k . By the inclusion property the line in a root set
is in all bigger caches too, i.e., caches CSL+i, i = M ? k + 1; : : :; M . This is Property 2.
Since at this point all the sets in a tree map to the same set in CSL+M ?k the least signi cant
S + M ? k bits of the sets in a tree have to be same and between trees they have to be
di erent. This is Property 1.
One operation is de ned on the binomial forest data structure, SWAP. If v is a node
of rank k in a binomial tree, SWAP(v ) exchanges the tree rooted at v with the subtree of
degree k rooted at its parent. SWAP(v ) is unde ned if v does not have a parent. It is seen
that SWAP(v ) reverses the order in which the tree rooted at v and the tree rooted at its
parent are combined.
Algorithm BF LS (Binomial Forest { xed Line Size) simulates the caches CSL+i; i =
0; : : :; M . The algorithm uses the binomial forest data structure outlined above. At each
node of the binomial forest the corresponding set number and the tag at the set in CSL+M
are stored. When an address x comes in, the algorithm uses the set number of the address
in the smallest cache x[S + L ? 1 : L] to locate the binomial tree that could contain it. The
tree is then searched for the set s such that s = x[S + M + L ? 1 : L]. At any point in the
search procedure, if the right-match6 between the set number at the node being examined
and x[S + M + L ? 1 : L] is k, the child to be searched next is the child of rank S + M ? k ? 1.
The reason for this is as follows: Consider BS +M ?k , the subtree of degree S + M ? k at
p. Any set outside BS+M ?k would di er from any set inside in at least one of the least
signi cant k bits (Property 1). Since the right-match of x[S + M + L ? 1 : L] with the root
6 Right-match between two set elds s1 and s2 is de ned as the minimum i such that, s1 [i : 0] 6= s2 [i : 0].
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of BS +M ?k is k, s is in BS +M ?k . By the de nition of subtrees, BS +M ?k has the children of
rank 0 to S + M ? k ? 1 of p. But the children of rank less than S + M ? k ? 1 are part
of smaller subtrees of p and have right-matches greater than k with p; so by Property 1, s
is not in the trees rooted at these children. Therefore s is in the tree rooted at the rank
S + M ? k ? 1 child and this child is searched next. This child has a right-match of k with
p and so it has a right-match of at least k + 1 with x[S + M + L ? 1 : L]. Note that in
this justi cation it is assumed that p is of rank greater than or equal to S + M ? k so that
it has a child of rank S + M ? k ? 1. But this is true because at the start of the search,
the right-match at the root of the binomial tree is at least S and the root is of rank M .
Subsequently when the search moves to a child of rank S + M ? k ? 1, the right-match at
the child is at least k + 1.
Once the set s is located its tag is compared with the tag of the address. If the tags
match the rank of the set is noted in the hit-array. The caches the address hits may be
determined from the rank using Property 2. If the tag is di erent the address does not
hit in any cache. The tag at the set is updated. In either case, the set s is now the most
recently updated set and should move to the top of the tree. This is accomplished through
a series of SWAPs, till the set reaches the top. 7
An illustrative example is given in Fig. 4. Here S = 0 and M = 3. The line eld is not
shown and L may be taken to be 0. The state of the caches before address 0101 comes in, as
well as the state after, are shown. Both the conventional and binomial forest representations
are shown. The tag is shown within parenthesis in the binomial forest representation. When
address 0101 comes in, it misses in all caches but the biggest. All the caches need to be
checked in the forest simulation method, which takes four comparisons. However, in the
binomial forest method (since there is only one binomial tree there is no need to locate the
tree in the forest in this example) the right-match of the set eld of the address with the
set number of the root is determined. The right-match is 2, i.e., k = 2 in the algorithm.
The algorithm branches to the rank S + M ? k ? 1 = 0 + 3 ? 2 ? 1 = 0 child of the root
by swapping up the corresponding subtree. The right-match now is 3 and the tags match.
The hit-array is incremented and the algorithm nishes with just two comparisons in this
example.
7 In this description the set is rst located and the SWAPs are done at the end. In Algorithm BF LS the

SWAPs are done while searching. It is easily seen that both are equivalent.
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Algorithm BF LS
sim bf ls()
Initialize()
For every address x in trace
set no C0 = Set number of address in CSL (x[S + L ? 1 : L])
set no CM = Set number of address in CSL+M (x[S + M + L ? 1 : L])
tag = Tag of address for CSL+M (x[W ? 1 : S + M + L])
cur node = Root[set no C0]
/* Search tree till set in CS +M is located. Swapping is done with search */
while ((k = Right Match(cur node!set no, set no CM)) != S+M)
child node = Child(cur node, S+M-k-1)
SWAP(child node)
cur node = child node
end while
/* Update hit-array if tags match, else update tag */
if (cur node!tag == tag)
D = Degree(cur node)
++Hit Array[M-D]
else
cur node!tag = tag
Root[set no C0] = cur node
end for
P
Number of hits in CS +k is ki=0Hit Array[i]
Child(x, d)
Return(Child of x rooted at tree of degree d)
Right Match(a, b)
Return(Number of bits starting from the least signi cant bit which match in a and b)
Initialize()
Build 2S binomial trees from 2S +M sets
(Using the combining procedure, assuming arbitrary ordering)
Set all tags to invalid
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Figure 4: Example showing operation of Algorithm BF LS
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Implementation Issues
Implementations of binomial forests based on binary trees are given in [17] and [3].
But these implementations take up pointer space and incur high overheads for manipulation. Below we describe an array implementation of the binomial forest that is based on
Property 1.
In the array implementation each binomial tree is represented as a one-dimensional
array. The forest is a two-dimensional array. The array for a binomial tree of degree M
consists of 2M locations. The 2M locations are divided into M + 1 levels. Level 0 has one
location. Level k (k > 0) has 2k?1 locations numbered 0 through 2k?1 ? 1.
Sets of rank M ? k in a binomial tree map to level k of the corresponding array. The
least signi cant S + k ? 1 bits of a set of rank M ? k determine the location it maps to in
level k; the least signi cant S bits determine the binomial tree in the forest and the other
k ? 1 bits determine the location in level k of the corresponding array. From Property 1 it
follows that two sets cannot map to the same location.
Since no links are maintained, some way of associating a set at level k with its child at
level k + r is necessary. From Property 1, the set and its child match in the least signi cant
S + k + r ? 1 bits. Since the location of a set in level k + r is determined by its least
signi cant S + k + r ? 1 bits, the child can be located.
The operation SWAP changes the rank of only the root nodes of the subtrees that are
swapped. In the array implementation therefore, SWAP is just an exchange of the contents
of two locations in the array.
An array representation of the example in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. Levels are separated
by double lines. The tag at a set is shown within parenthesis. The tag is not important in
the present discussion. M = 3 in the example. Set 001 is at the root and is of rank 3. It
maps to 3 ? 3 = 0 level of the array. Set 111 is of rank 0. It maps to level 3 and occupies
location 11 in that level. Other sets are similarly mapped.
Since each comparison requires a right-match the eciency of the right-match function
is important for the performance of the algorithm. On machines such as the Cray, the rstone function8 is performed in constant time by the hardware. The rst-one function can
also be done eciently in constant time with a table lookup on machines that do not have
8 The rst-one function gives the position of the rst non-zero bit starting from the least signi cant bit.
right-match(a,b) = rst-one(a XOR b)
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Binomial forest representation

Array representation
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Figure 5: Mapping from binomial tree to array
this facility. For simulating a range of ten cache sizes (a factor of 1024 di erence between
the smallest and largest caches), the size of the table is only 1 Kwords.

Complexity
In the binomial forest method, the worst case number of comparisons and SWAPs is
O(M ). In forest simulation too, the worst case complexity is O(M ). But on the average the
binomial forest method takes fewer comparisons. The example given in Fig. 4 illustrates
the reason. In the binomial forest method, a range of caches is skipped when there is a large
right-match at a node along the search path. But there is no skipping in forest simulation.
Each cache has to be checked till there is a hit. The binomial forest method makes at
most as many comparisons as forest simulation to process an address. This is because in a
binomial tree of degree M , a node at depth d (where the root of the tree is at depth 0) is
at most of rank M ? d. So the number of comparisons to locate a set of rank M ? d is less
than or equal to d + 1 in the binomial forest method. But the smallest cache containing the
line at a set of rank M ? d is CSL+d , and forest simulation takes at least d + 1 comparisons.
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In [6] the expected number of comparisons required by forest simulation is given as
1 + m0 +

MX
?1
i=1

mi

where mi is the miss ratio for cache CSL+i . Along the same lines the expected number of
comparisons for the binomial forest method is:
1 + m0 + 1
2

M
?1
X
i=1

mi ? mM

assuming that if an address misses in cache CSL+p , and hits in CSL+p+1 it is equally likely
to hit any of the 2p sets of CSL+p+1 whose contents are not in CSL+p . Comparing the two
expressions above we see that, at best the binomial forest method can outperform forest
simulation by a factor approaching two. However, in the binomial forest method a rightmatch and an exchange are required with each comparison, as against the simple update in
forest simulation. We present the results of empirical comparisons in Section 5.
There may be a space saving in the binomial forest method over forest simulation. Forest
simulation maintains the tag store for all the caches whereas the binomial forest method
maintains the tag store for just the biggest cache. Though the binomial forest method
requires storage for the set number, the tag and set eld can be combined into one word.
If storing each tag in forest simulation requires one word as well, then the binomial forest
method achieves about a factor of two saving. This factor may be important when large
caches are being simulated on machines with relatively small amounts of physical memory,
or on machines where good cache performance is crucial.

3.2 Constant CS - Varying LS
We consider the single-pass simulation of a range of direct mapped caches, CSc?+Si ?i,
i = 0; : : :; M , with a xed cache size, 2c , and varying line size. Since the line size varies
and the cache size is xed, the number of sets also varies. One application of an algorithm
for simulating this class of caches is in the design of rst level caches. The size of rst level
direct mapped caches is usually constrained by the page size so that the cache access can be
done in parallel with the TLB lookup. Once the page size is xed, the design space consists
of caches in this class.
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Trace
2, c, 3, 1

2 byte line
0

4 byte line
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invalid

invalid
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2

miss
0

1

invalid

00

00
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11

3
1

1

00

1

miss
00

00

miss
0

miss
11

00

hit
0

miss

hit
00

00

Figure 6: Inclusion does not hold for the constant CS - varying LS class
The presentation in this subsection is along the lines of the previous subsection. The
data structure is rst developed and the algorithm is then presented. Implementation and
complexity issues are discussed. There is a strong similarity between the data structure and
algorithms of this subsection and the ones of the previous subsection. The nal part of this
subsection explores the similarities and di erences.

Cache Relations and Data Structure
Data inclusion does not hold between the caches in this class. This can be seen from
the example in Fig. 6. The gure shows two caches C11 and C02, and their action under a
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c
S
c-S

CS
c-S-k
S+k

C

S+k

Figure 7: Bit elds in CSc?S and CSc?+Sk?k
trace. The third address in the trace misses in C02 only, while the fourth address misses in
C11 only, illustrating that data inclusion does not hold either way. The cache with the larger
line size brings in more data on a miss, but the cache with the smaller line size has greater
exibility in what it may keep.
An important uniformity between caches in this class is that all of them have the same
tag eld width. This permits us to prove an inclusion property between the tag store
contents of caches in this class. Clearly tag inclusion is not the same as data inclusion,
since the data locations a tag refers to depend on the set number and the line size. But tag
inclusion may be exploited in a di erent way to obtain an ecient simulation algorithm.
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 1 but tag inclusion is proved rather than data
inclusion.

Lemma 2: For each set p in CSc?S there are exactly 2k sets, P , in CSc?Sk?k such that
[p]tag  [P ]tag
+

Proof :
Since the cache size, 2c, is constant, the set eld in CSc?S is a part of the set eld in
CSc?+Sk?k and is smaller in width by k bits Fig.7. So addresses mapping to a single set, p,
in CSc?S map to one of the 2k sets P = fs s.t s[S + k ? 1 : k] = pg in CSc?+Sk?k . The tag in p
has to be the same as the tag of the last updated set in P . 2

The following is an obvious corollary.
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Corollary
The most signi cant S bits of the set number of any set in P gives the set number of
p.

(Note that unlike in Lemma 1, ([P ]tag ? [p]tag ) \ [CSL]tag 6= , because the same tag may be
found in more than one set unlike lines in the previous subsection.)
A binomial tree structure is constructed as in the previous subsection. Consider the sets
in CSc?+2S ?2. Pairs of sets are combined together with the more recently updated set of a pair
at the top. The tags in the sets in the top layer are the same as those in the tag store of
CSc?+1S?1 by Lemma 3. The set elds of sets in a pair di er only in the LSB (for the constant
LS class it was the MSB) and the set number in CSc?+1S ?1 is obtained by stripping o the
LSB. Set pairs are themselves combined together and the top layer then gives the tag store
of CSc?S . Tag stores of smaller caches can be obtained by combining further. A binomial
forest results. More formally: To simulate caches CSc?+Si ?i, i = 0; : : :; M , a binomial forest
representing the caches is obtained as follows:

Combining Procedure

Input: Sets in cache CSL+M and order in which they were updated.
Procedure:
1. Form a forest of trees of degree one by connecting pairs of sets s1 and s2 with an edge,
with the more recently updated set as the root, if s1 [S + M ? 1 : 1] = s2 [S + M ? 1 : 1].
2. For i = 2 to M ,
Form a forest of trees of degree i by connecting the roots of pairs of trees t1 and t2
of degree i ? 1 with an edge, with the more recently updated root as the new root, if
s1[S + M ? 1 : i] = s2 [S + M ? 1 : i], where s1 is any set in t1 and s2 is any set in t2 .
Output: Forest consisting of 2S trees of degree M .

(This is similar to the combining procedure of the previous section but with the least
signi cant bits progressively dropped in determining pairs, instead of the most signi cant
bits.)
The following two properties are derived from the construction procedure. In the following, set number refers to the set number in CSc?+SM?M unless stated otherwise.

Property 1 In a subtree of degree k, the most signi cant S + M ? k bits of the set
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numbers are identical, and two subtrees of degree k di er in at least one of the
most signi cant S + M ? k bits of the set numbers.

Property 2 The tag in a set of rank k is in the tag stores of caches CSc?Si ?i, i =
M ? k; : : :; M . The set number of the set containing this tag in CSc?Si ?i is given
+

by the most signi cant S + i bits of the set eld.

+

Property 1 is similar to Property 1 of the previous section but with most signi cant
replacing least signi cant. Property 2 is similar to that of the previous section but with tag
replacing line. The same tag represents di erent data in the various caches. For instance, a
tag at the root, represents a line of size 2c?S in CSc?S but a line of size 2c?S ?M in CSc?+SM?M .
In Property 2 a set number is associated with the tag in each of the caches, to uniquely
identify the data represented by the tag in each cache.
Fig. 8 illustrates the binomial tree representation of caches in this class. Here S = 0
and M = 3. Both the binomial tree and conventional representations are shown. In the
binomial tree representation, the tag (within parenthesis) and the set number with respect
to C30 are shown. The line in cache C03 is the eight byte line corresponding to the address
1010, i.e., the line of bytes 1000-1111; 1010 is at the root of the tree and is of rank 3.
Similarly, the lines in C12 are the four byte lines corresponding to addresses 1010 and 0110,
which are of rank 2 and greater in the tree and so on.
The operation SWAP is de ned exactly as it was de ned in the previous subsection.
SWAP at a node of degree k exchanges the tree rooted at the node with the subtree of
degree k rooted at the parent.

Algorithm and Implementation Issues
Algorithm BF CS uses the binomial tree structure to simulate caches in this class. At
each node of the binomial forest the corresponding set number and the tag at the set in
CSc?+SM?M are stored. When an address x comes in, the algorithm uses the eld x[c ? 1 : c ? S ]
of the address to locate the binomial tree which could contain it. The tree is then searched
for the set s such that s = x[c ? 1 : c ? S ? M ]. At any point in the search procedure, if the
left-match9 between the set number at the node being examined and x[c ? 1 : c ? S ? M ]
9 Left-match between two set elds s1 and s2 of width w is de ned as the minimum i such that, s1 [w ? 1 :
w ? 1 ? i] 6= s2 [w ? 1 : w ? 1 ? i], where w is the width of the set eld.
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Figure 8: Example showing binomial tree representation of constant CS { varying LS caches.
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is k, the child to be searched next is the child of rank S + M ? k ? 1. The reason for this
is similar to the reason given in the explanation of Algorithm BF LS. When the set with
the complete match is located, its tag is compared with the tag of the address. If the tags
match, then the address hits in caches as given in Property 2. The set with the complete
match is swapped to the top, as in Algorithm BF LS.
The non-uniqueness of tags requires that tag comparisons be done and the hit-array
updated along the search path too. When a tag match occurs on the search path at a
set (p) of rank k, the tag is in caches CSc?+Si ?i, i = M ? k; : : :; M (by Property 2). The
corresponding set number in cache CSc?+Si ?i is given by the most signi cant S + i bits of the
set eld. If the left-match between the set eld of the incoming address and the set p is S + t,
the address does not map to the set in CSc?+Si ?i ; i = t +1; : : : ; M . So from the tag match and
the left-match at the set p it follows that the address hits in caches CSc?+Si ?i ; i = M ? k; : : :; t.
Fig. 9 shows the algorithm working on the example of Fig. 8. The incoming address
is 1111. The tree is located (in this example this is trivial). The left-match at the root is
determined to be zero. Since the tags match, the address hits in cache C03. The degree 2
subtree at the root is swapped with the tree at its rank 2 child. The left-match with the
new root is 2. Since there is no tag match the address does not hit in C12 or C21. The rank 0
child is swapped with the root. Now the set and tag eld of the root and the address match.
The address hits in C30 .
On each tag match the address hits in a range of caches. This necessitates updating
many caches on a tag match. This update process is time consuming. The two dimensional
hit-array is used to circumvent this ineciency. On each tag match a location in the twodimensional array corresponding to the range of caches hit is updated. This decreases the
number of increments required on a tag match to one.
The binomial trees can be eciently implemented as an array with a mapping similar
to the one described previously but with the most signi cant S + k ? 1 bits determining the
position of a rank M ? k set in level k. SWAP can be done in constant time if left-match
is a constant time function. This is true if left-match is implemented as a table lookup.
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Algorithm BF CS
sim bf cs()
Initialize()
For every address x in trace
set no CM = Set number of address in CSc?+SM?M (x[c ? 1 : c ? S ? M ])
set no level0 = Most signi cant S bits of set no CM (x[c ? 1 : c ? S ])
tag = Tag of address (x[W ? 1 : c])
cur node = Root[set no level0]
found = 0
while (NOT found)
k = Degree(cur node)
t = Left Match(cur node!set no, set no CM)
if (cur node!tag == tag)
++Hit Array[M-k][t] /* Hit in caches CSc?+(MS +?Mk ?k) to CSc?+(tS +t) */
if (t == S+M) /* Complete Match found */
cur node!tag = tag
found = 1
else
child node = Child(cur node, S+M-t-1)
SWAP(child node)
cur node = child node
end while
Root[set no level0] = cur node
end for
P P Hit Array[i][j ]
Hits in CSc?+Sk?k = ki=0 M
j =k
Child(x, d)
Return(Child of x rooted at tree of degree d)
Left Match(a, b)
Return(Number of bits starting from the most signi cant that match in a and b)
Initialize()
Build 2S binomial trees from 2S +M sets
(Using the combining procedure, assuming arbitrary ordering)
Set all tags to invalid
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Incoming
Addr: 1111
Hit in C30 and C03
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(0)011

(0)000
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(1)101

(1)111
(0)110
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(1)010

(1)100
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(1)100

(0)000
(0)001

Figure 9: Example showing operation of Algorithm GBT LS.

Complexity
The worst case number of comparisons and SWAPs, per address, of the binomial tree
algorithm described above is O(M + 1). The performance of the algorithm on actual traces
is likely to be better. Unlike the previous case, average-case analysis is dicult because
there is no direct correlation between miss ratio and the number of comparisons required.
The following approximate analysis considers two simple trace models | a random model
(poor locality) and a simple looping model (good spatial and temporal locality) | and
derives average case number of comparisons for the two. The actual performance is likely
to be between the extremes.
For a random trace, the set searched for is equally likely to be in any position in the
!
M
tree. In a binomial tree of degree M , the number of sets at depth 0 is 0 , at depth 1,
!
!
M and in general at depth d, M (this binomial distribution is the reason for the
1
d
name). So the expected number of comparisons when M + 1 caches are simulated (trees of
degree M ) is (M + 1)=2.
Next assume that the trace is a list of successive addresses repeated endlessly. For
instance, such traces are generated when a loop is executing repeatedly. Assume that the
entire stream maps to a single binomial tree. If they map to two or more trees, we can just
consider the part which maps to one tree. Further, assume that each trace address requests
a word and that the cache with the smallest line size has one word. The average number
of comparisons, ignoring the initial misses, as a function of the loop size is shown in the
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Size of Loop 1 2
3 4 5
6
7
8
k
k
?
No. of comps. 1 2 2.33 2.5 2.6 2.67 2.71 2.75 2 k 2
Table 1: Variation in average comparisons with loop size.
Table 1. The average number of comparisons approaches 3 as the loop size increases. When
the smallest line size is greater than one word, the average number of comparisons is less
than two.
Practical traces consist of interleaved runs of successive addresses [1]. All misses and
hits occurring on references to starting addresses of runs may be modeled as random accesses. The loop model may be used for hits that occur on references to second and later
references in runs. The number of comparisons would be somewhere between three, two
or less (depending on the line size of the smallest cache) and (M + 1)=2, where M + 1 is
the number of caches simulated. For instruction traces or data traces of matrix oriented
programs where many accesses are sequential, the number of comparisons would be closer
to two or three. For irregular traces, the comparisons would be closer to (M + 1)=2.
We have not come across other algorithms for simulating this class of caches in the
literature. In the naive algorithm every address would require M + 1 comparisons and
updates. The cost of a comparison is greater in the binomial forest method but is much less
than the gain from the decrease in number of comparisons. Results of empirical comparisons
are presented in Section 5.

Constant LS and Constant CS Classes
The data structures used in the constant CS and constant LS algorithms are identical.
The search procedure is also similar except for the left/right-match di erence. We note the
following transformation of addresses to go from the constant CS class to the constant LS
class.
For each address x
1. Remove the eld x[M + L ? 1 : L] from the address and reverse it, i.e., the MSB of the
eld becomes the LSB and vice versa.
2. Slide the eld x[S + M + L ? 1 : M + L] to the right by M bits into the gap created by
the above removal.
3. Insert the reversed eld in the M vacant bits created by the above slide.
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Caches CSc?+Si ?i may be simulated using Algorithm BT LS and a trace of transformed
addresses except for the update of the hit-arrays. To update the hit-arrays correctly tag
matches have to be done along the search path as described in Algorithm BF CS . This
di erence arises because we are interested in data hits. Tags which are the basic unit in
the constant CS algorithm and lines which are the basic unit in the constant LS algorithm
relate di erently to data. As the boundary moves in the constant CS case the amount of
data represented in a set grows, but this does not happen in the constant LS case.
The relation between the two algorithms can be carried over to the domain of localities.
Two kinds of locality are commonly identi ed | temporal locality and spatial locality. The
constant LS algorithm exploits the fact that the temporal and spatial locality of a program
are largely exploited by smaller caches, by keeping the data contained in smaller caches
close to the root of the binomial trees. The constant CS algorithm exploits spatial locality
for good performance. It tends to bring neighboring data items closer to the top of the
binomial tree so that fewer comparisons are performed if the program refers to these data
items.
For a cache of a given size increasing the line size decreases the relative ratio of temporal and spatial locality hits. The constant cache size class is useful for investigating
this temporal locality - spatial locality trade-o . The constant line size class is useful for
investigating the miss ratio - cost trade-o .

4 Set Associative Caches
The parameters of a set associative cache include the line size (LS ), the number of
sets (NS ), the cache size (CS ) and, the degree of associativity (DA) with the relation
CS = LS  NS  DA. Single-pass simulation of set associative caches of a range of NS
and DA but xed LS is considered in this section. CS varies with NS and DA.
This section is structured along the lines of Subsection 3.1. It consists of three parts. In
the rst part the data structure and algorithm are presented. In the next part implementation issues are discussed and the last part compares the complexity of the new algorithm
to earlier algorithms.
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Cache Relations and Data Structure
A lemma relating the contents of two caches in this class of set associative caches is
proved below. A previously known data inclusion property follows as a corollary to the
lemma. Earlier algorithms which are based on this inclusion property are reviewed. The
new data structure for representing this class of set associative caches is then introduced.
This data structure is a generalization of the binomial tree. The authors are not aware of
earlier references to this data structure in literature. Some of the properties of this data
structure are explained. The new algorithm is then presented.

Lemma 3: For each set p in CSL(n) there are exactly 2k sets, P , in CSL k (n) such that
[p]lines  [P ]lines and ([P ]lines ? [p]lines) \ [CSL(n)]lines = .
+

Proof :
Compared to CSL(n), k extra bits are used for selecting a set in CSL+k (n). So lines mapping to a single set, p, in CSL(n) map to one of 2k sets in CSL+k (n), given by P = fs s.t. s[S ? 1 : 0] = pg.
Only n of the n2k lines of P are present in CSL (n) and those are the n lines that arrived
most recently. That is, [p]lines consists of the n lines that arrived most recently in P .

Conversely lines mapping to one of the sets of P in CSL+k (n) can only map to p in CSL (n).
So CSL (n) does not have any of the contents of P apart from [p]lines. 2
The following two corollaries follow from the lemma and the proof.
Corollary 1
The least signi cant S bits of the set numbers of the sets in P are identical, and give
the set number of p.
Corollary 2
[CSL1 (n)]lines  [CSL2 (n)]lines, if S1  S2.

Corollary 1 is the sucient part of Theorem 1 in [7] except that bit selection is assumed
here. It states an inclusion property between caches in this class. This inclusion property
can be used to develop an algorithm similar to forest simulation [7], referred to as generalized
forest simulation (GFS) in the following. In GFS a separate two-dimensional array is
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maintained for each cache. The set number varies along one dimension and for each set
number there is an array of entries. For each incoming line, the appropriate set in each
cache is searched, starting at the cache with the least number of sets. If it hits at depth one
in any cache, then subsequent caches need not be searched. We call this generalized forest
simulation (GFS) in the discussion that follows.
All-associativity simulation [9, 7] is another algorithm for the simulation of this class
of set-associative caches. It works as follows: Consider two caches, CSL1 (n) and CSL2 (n),
S1 < S2. For each set in the smaller cache, CSL1 (n), the complete LRU stack, consisting of
all the lines that map to this set in the course of the simulation, is maintained. For each
incoming line, the appropriate LRU stack is searched. Lines that map to the same set in
CSL2 (n) also map to the same set in CSL1 (n), when bit-selection is used. 10 Therefore the lines
examined while searching for a speci c line, a, in the LRU stack of CSL1 (n) is a superset of
the lines that would be examined while searching for a in the LRU stack of CSL2 (n). While
searching CSL1 (n), a count is maintained of the lines that map to the same set as a in CSL2 (n)
too. 11 When the address is located therefore, the position of the address in the LRU stack
of both CSL1 (n) and CSL2 (n) is known. The algorithm can be extended to simulate more than
two caches.
Both GFS and all-associativity simulation may examine lines that the other does not.
This is best illustrated with an example. Consider three caches of degree of associativity
two, with one, two and four sets as shown in Fig. 10. Their tag contents are also shown.
If the incoming address is 0101, GFS requires ve comparisons, whereas all-associativity
requires just two. This happens because GFS reexamines lines that it has seen in earlier
caches. But if the incoming address is 0011, all-associativity requires eight comparisons,
whereas GFS requires only six comparisons. This happens because all-associativity does
not limit the size of the LRU stack. The complete LRU stack for C0L (2) contains lines that
are neither in C0L(2) nor in the relevant sets of C1L(2) or C2L (2). In the rest of this section
we develop the new algorithm which always does as well as or better than both GFS and
all-associativity simulation.
Lemma 3 can be used to develop a data structure for the class of set associative caches
under consideration using an approach similar to the one in the previous section. Consider
10 This property is called set re nement in [7].
11 Determination of whether a line in C L (n) maps to the same set as
S1

right-match function.
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a in CSL2 (n) is done using the

Trace: 0011, 1010, 0100, 0001, 0110, 1000, 0101, 1011

Conventional representation
(for generalized forest simulation)
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C0 (2)
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C (2)
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Figure 10: Example | Di erence in required number of comparisons.
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the lines in a cache CSL+2(n). Lines in pairs of sets in CSL+2(n) mapping to the same set
in CSL+1 (n) are combined by forming a list of the n most recently referenced lines in either
cache at the root. This is called the root-list. The remaining n lines are in two separate
branches, each branch containing lines from distinct sets in CSL+2 (n). The n lines in the
root-list are in CSL+1(n). The other lines are only in CSL+2(n). The structure formed can be
further combined with another similar structure. The lines in the root-list of the resulting
structure are in CSL (n). Further combining may be done similarly. We call the structure
formed by combining lists of length n recursively as described above a Generalized Binomial
Tree of order n, GBT(n). An ordinary binomial tree is a GBT(1).
GBTs are de ned and explained in the Appendix. The terms list-child, tree-child, subtree, rank and degree are de ned in the Appendix. Some properties of GBTs are also proved
in the Appendix. These properties are useful in justifying the algorithm presented below.
We repeat the de nitions for list-child and tree-child here since these are new terms which
are used often in the following. The list-child of a node in a GBT is that child which at
some stage in the combining process was a child of that node in the root-list. A tree-child
of a node in a GBT is any child that is not the list-child.
To simulate caches CSL+i (j ), i = 0; : : :M , j = 1; : : :n, the sets in CSL+M (n) are combined
till there are 2S distinct GBT(n)s. The construction procedure can be written along the
lines of Section 3:1.

Combining Procedure

Input: Lines in cache CSL+M (n) and the order in which they were updated. Lines in the
same set in CSL+M (n) are in a list LRU order.
Procedure:
1. Combine the list of lines in Set s1 with the list of lines in Set s2 , if s1 [S + M ? 1 : 0] =
s2[S + M ? 1 : 0], so that the n most recently referenced lines are in the root-list in LRU
order.
2. For i = 2 to M ,
Let s1 and s2 be the set elds of the lines at the top of their trees. Combine two trees, if
s1[S + M ? 1 : i] = s2 [S + M ? 1 : i], so that the n most recently referenced lines are in the
root-list of the resulting tree in LRU order.
Output: Forest of 2S GBTs of degree M .
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The generalized binomial forest obtained using the combining procedure has the following properties. In the following, set number and tag are with respect to CSL+M (n) unless
stated otherwise.

Property 1 In a tree or subtree of degree k, the least signi cant S + M ? k bits of
the set numbers are identical, and two subtrees of degree k di er in at least one
of the least signi cant S + M ? k bits of the set numbers.

Property 2 A line of rank k is in caches CSL i, i = M ? k; : : :; M .
+

Property 3 The path from the root to any line a contains exactly those lines that
are in sets that a maps to in any of the caches considered and are referenced
after the previous reference to a.

The validity of the three properties may be seen by considering the state of the structure
just before trees of degree k are combined. The lines in the root-list at this stage are of
rank k (Lemma 5) and are present in cache CSL+M ?k (n). By the inclusion property the lines
in the root-list are in smaller caches too, i.e., caches CSL+i (n), i = M ? k + 1; : : :; M . This
is Property 2. Since at this point all the lines in a tree map to the same set in CSL+M ?k (n)
the least signi cant S + M ? k bits of the lines in a tree have to be same and between trees
they have to be di erent. This is Property 1. All the lines in a GBT are at some point in
the combining procedure part of the root-list. So all the ancestors of any line in a GBT
are in a set the line maps to in one of the caches considered and are referenced after the
previous reference to line. This is Property 3.
Two operations are de ned on this data structure. SWAP is similar to the SWAP de ned
for a binomial tree but here SWAP(v ) is permitted only if v is a tree-child of its parent. If
v is a node of rank k then SWAP(v) swaps the tree of degree k rooted at v with the subtree
of degree k rooted at its parent. SWAP(v ) is always possible when v is a tree-child, since
the parent of v has a subtree of degree k, not including v (by the de nition of subtrees).
The other operation is EXCHANGE. This re ects the fact that in set associative caches
not only do sets move ahead of other sets, but also lines in the same set move ahead of each
other. EXCHANGE(v ) is permitted only if v is the list-child of its parent. EXCHANGE(v )
exchanges v with its parent node. The children of the child become the children of the
parent and vice versa. It is seen that SWAP and EXCHANGE preserve Property 1.
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Algorithm
Algorithm GBF LS (Generalized Binomial Forest { xed Line Size) simulates the class
of set associative caches with a xed LS and varying NS and DA. For each address x, the
tree that will contain the corresponding line is rst identi ed using the set eld in the
smallest cache x[S + L ? 1 : L]. The tree is then searched for the line. The search procedure
is similar in principle to the search procedure of Algorithm GBF LS. On a right-match of k
at a node, the tree-child of rank S + M ? k ? 1 is searched next. But in a GBT, a node of
rank greater than or equal to S + M ? k may not have a tree-child of of rank S + M ? k ? 1
(Lemma 8); in such a case the list-child is of rank greater than or equal to S + M ? k ? 1
and is searched next. When there is a complete set match and tag match at a node, the
line is found and the search is successful. When there is a complete set match at a node
and the node does not have a list child the search has failed (If there is another node with
a complete set match, it is a list-child of the current node at the start of the combining
procedure. Since a node loses a list-child only when it gets another one, and current node
does not have a list child, it follows that there is no node later in the tree with a complete
set match.). The line at the node examined last is replaced with the incoming line. The
incoming line is now the most recently referenced and it is moved up to the root of the tree
by a series of SWAPs and EXCHANGEs.
Property 2 lets us infer which caches of associativity n are hit. But using Property 3 and
right-matches done along the search path we can determine hits in all caches in the class,
i.e., CSL+i (j ); i = 0; : : :; M ; j = 1; : : :; n. The number of right-matches of S + i or greater is
determined for i = 0; : : :; M using the right-match counts formed during the search. When
t right-matches of S + i are seen, the address hits in CSL+i (j ); j = t +1; : : :; n. This is because
all lines referenced later and in the same set in some cache are examined in the search path
(Property 3). These lines are the ones that have pushed the line out.
In Fig. 11, the examples of Fig 10 are shown processed by Algorithm GBF LS.
1. For the incoming address 0101, the rst line checked is 1011. The set eld of the address
does not match the set eld of this line; the search moves to the only child 0101. Here the
set eld and the tag eld match. Right-match counts are used to determine the caches the
address hits. 0101 is moved to the top of the tree, in this case just an EXCHANGE.
2. For the incoming address 0011, the search goes to 0101 as before. The set eld does
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Algorithm GBF LS
sim gbt ls()
Initialize()
For every address x in trace:
set no C0 = Set number in C0 (x[S + L ? 1 : L])
set no CM = Set number in CM (x[S + M + L ? 1 : L])
tag = Tag in CM (x[W ? 1 : S + M + L])
cur node = Root Map[set no C0]
found = end of tree = 0
while (NOT found AND NOT end of tree)
if ((cur node!set no == set no CM) AND (cur node!tag == tag))
/* Search successful */
found = 1
for i = M to 0:
sum += RM Count[i]
++Hit Array[i][sum]
end for:
else
k = Right Match(cur node!set no, set no CM)
next node = Child(cur node, S+M-k-1)
if (next node == NULL)
/* Search failed */
cur node!tag = tag
end of tree = 1
else
/* Increment Right Match count and continue search */
RM Count[k] += 1
if (next node is a tree-child of cur node)
SWAP(next node)
cur node = next node
end while
Move to Top(cur node)
end for:
P
Hits in cache CSL+k (m) = ki=0 Hit Array[m][i]
Move to Top(node)
While (node not at root of tree)
EXCHANGE(node)
end while
Root Map[set no C0] = node
Child(node, d)
if (d < 0)
/* Complete match at node */
if (node has no list-child)
return(NULL)
else
return(list-child)
else if (node has tree-child of rank d)
return(tree-child of rank d)
else
return(list-child)
Initialize()
Build 2S GBTs from 2S+M line lists
(Using the combining procedure, assuming arbitrary ordering)
Set all tags to invalid
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Figure 11: Example illustrating Algorithm GBF LS
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(01)00

not match. The right-match of the set elds of 0011 and 0101 is one; so S + M ? k ? 1 =
0 + 2 ? 1 ? 1 = 0. Since 0011 is a tree-child of rank zero, it is the next node to be searched
and is swapped with the subtree f0101, 0001g. Both the set and tag elds match at 0011.
The search is successful. Right-match counts are used to determine the caches the address
hits and 0011 is EXCHANGEd upto the top.
For 0101 the search took two comparisons and for 0011 the search took three comparisons. These are less than or the same as the number of comparisons for either of the
algorithms shown in Fig 10. We show later that this is true in general.

Implementation Issues
Using Property 1 a forest of GBTs is implemented as a three-dimensional array; each
GBT is a two-dimensional array. A GBT(n) of degree M is represented by a two-dimensional
array with 2M +1 ? 1 rows and n columns. The rows are divided into M + 1 levels. Level
0 has one row. Level k has 2k rows, numbered 0 through 2k ? 1. A GBT of degree M
has n2M nodes (Lemma 4. Since the array structure allots n(2M +1 ? 1) locations, there is
approximately a factor of two redundancy in the array implementation.
A line of rank k maps to level M ? k. The row in the level is determined by the least
signi cant S + k bits of the line's set number; the least signi cant S bits determine the
GBT in the forest and the remaining k bits determine the row number in level k of the
corresponding array. At most n lines can map to the same row. When more than one line
maps to a row, the lines are arranged in the order in which they were updated.
A link is required from a node to its children in the array representation. This is not
straightforward because in a GBT a node's children depends on its ancestors too. The
right-match counts of the ancestors are required to identify the children of a node. Here we
do not describe this mapping. Instead we just give a simpler search procedure.
In the search procedure one row in each level is checked. Right-matches and tag matches
are done with the lines in that row. If the incoming address is x, the row examined in level
k is the row numbered x[S + L + k ? 1 : S + L]. We state without proof that the lines
examined by the simple search procedure would be the same as the lines examined by
Algorithm GBF LS searching the GBT.
The above array implementation of GBTs is similar in principle to the array implement36
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Figure 12: Example: Mapping from GBT to array
ation of binomial trees presented in Subsection 3.1. The variability of the GBT structure
introduces a di erence. This is handled by introducing a factor of two redundancy in the
array for GBTs.
Fig. 12 shows an example of the mapping, where M = 2 and n = 2. Levels are separated
by double lines. The degree 2 lines 1011 and 0101 map to level 0. The degree 1 lines 1000
and 0110 map to the appropriate row in level 1. The degree 0 lines map to the appropriate
rows in level 2. To search for line 0011, 1011 and 0101 are examined rst in level 0. In level
1 there is no entry in row 1, which 0011 (the incoming address) maps to. In level 2, 0011
maps to row 11 and 0011 is found there. This search takes three comparisons which is the
same as earlier.
SWAP and EXCHANGE just change the ranks of the two sets directly involved; so they
just involve two moves: one line moves to the higher level while the line in the higher level
comes down to the lower level.
The RM count array (of Algorithm GBF LS) has to be processed at the end of each
successful search. The following microoptimization saves some of this processing time: Since
RM count has M + 1 locations and the maximum count at any location is n, it is possible
to assign integer values to the various possible value sets of RM count. An array may be
maintained, and at the end of a successful search the array location corresponding to the
value set of RM count may be incremented. This array is processed after all the addresses
in the trace have been processed. The processing of the RM count array which was done at
the end of each successful search is now done once for each array location. The counts of
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many of the array locations is greater than one and hence the saving. The size of the array
is exponential in the range of set sizes simulated. So if this micro-optimization is turned
on, the range of set sizes that may be simulated is limited.

Complexity
For the simulation of caches CSL+i (n), i = 0; : : :; M , O((M +1)n) worst case comparisons
are required in the GBT method, per address. This is compared to the worst case O(2M n)
comparisons necessary in all-associativity simulation. The worst case complexity of GFS
is O((M + 1)n). But GFS does not make good use of the locality of program traces. To
illustrate this, suppose the incoming line is in the kth ; k < n position in the CSL(n) stack
and suppose it does not occupy the most recently used position in any of the other caches.
In GFS all the caches need to be checked and updated. In all-associativity simulation and
in the GBT algorithm however, only k positions have to be checked. A large percentage
of the addresses in program traces hit in CSL (n). GFS performs rather poorly on practical
traces.
The GBT algorithm never makes more comparisons than either the simple method or allassociativity simulation. This can be justi ed as follows: In the GBT algorithm, lines that
are in sets that the incoming address x maps to, and referenced after the earlier reference
to x are examined once. In all-associativity simulation lines that map to the same sets as x
and that are referenced after the earlier reference to x are examined once. The lines that the
GBT algorithm examines are clearly a subset of the lines that all-associativity simulation
examines. The GFS algorithm examines the same set of lines as the GBT algorithm but
it examines some lines more than once. To bound the performance improvement, the
GBT algorithm can make M + 1 times fewer comparisons than the GFS algorithm and
2M =(M + 1) times fewer (this is assuming no redundant nodes in the stack) comparisons
than all-associativity simulation.
Memory is handled poorly in all-associativity simulation. The LRU stack of a set contains all distinct addresses that map to the set, even if some addresses are no longer present
in any of the caches. So the size of the stacks cannot be bounded. This has two bad e ects.
One is the large amount of unnecessary memory required, especially in big simulations.
The other is that the unnecessary nodes add to the number of comparisons that have to be
made. A periodic clean-up is required to overcome these problems.
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Figure 13: Address tracing with pixie

5 Empirical Performance Comparisons
In this section, results of empirical comparisons of implementations of our algorithms
described above, and algorithms previously published in literature are presented. In the
rst subsection details of the traces and algorithm implementations is presented. In the
subsequent subsection the execution times of the various implementations on the traces is
given.

5.1 Traces
The traces were obtained using the pixie utility provided on machines such as the
DEC3100 which use the MIPS R2000 family of microprocessors. A schematic showing
how pixie works is given in Fig. 13. Pixie is run on the executable of the program to be
traced. An instrumented executable with a :pixie sux is created. When this executable
is run an address trace is generated, which is piped to the cache simulator program. The
programs traced are from the SPEC benchmark suite. This is a a collection of numeric and
non-numeric programs widely used for benchmarking microprocessor-based workstations.
A mix of benchmarks were chosen including scienti c code spice2g6, utilities gcc1.35 and
integer benchmarks espresso and intmc. The trace is a combined instruction and data trace.
Reads and writes are handled identically. While this approach may not be appropriate for
evaluating the cache performance for some types of machines, it is less likely that this a ects
the relative performance of the simulation algorithms.
All the algorithms were implemented in C . The binomial tree algorithms were implemented using arrays. Programs for forest simulation, GFS, and all-associativity simulation
were also implemented by the authors. Software packages like DineroIII and Tycho which
implement forest simulation and all-associativity simulation were not used since there is
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No. of Comps.12 Exec. Time
Workload Forest
BT Forest BT
gcc
1.5791 1.2087 257.2 241.7
espresso 1.2155 1.0969 190.0 196.1
spice2g6 1.7033 1.4492 242.5 243.6
intmc
1.1362 1.0834 192.2 183.8
mean
1.4085 1.2096 220.48 216.3
Table 2: Performance of Constant Line Size Direct Mapped Cache algorithms. Caches
4
C7+
i; i = 0; : : : 7.
some overhead included in such packages and a fair comparison would be dicult. We
present numbers from Tycho for comparison. In all cases the rst 100 million references
were simulated.

5.2 Experimental Results
Table 2 gives the number of comparisons and simulation times for direct mapped caches.
It is seen that the execution times of forest simulation and the new binomial tree algorithm
are close. This is primarily because of the high percentage of hits that occur at the top
level cache. The simulation time is dominated by the comparisons at the top level cache.
The binomial tree method makes fewer comparisons but the saving in comparisons is often
not enough to o set the overhead of obtaining right-matches and exchanging tags instead
of just replacing tags as in forest simulation.
Table 3 gives the number of comparisons per address and the simulation times for the
constant cache size binomial forest algorithm and the naive algorithm. As noted earlier the
naive algorithm examines all the caches for each address. The new algorithm consistently
outperforms the naive algorithm by a factor of about two. It is seen that the number
of comparisons per trace address for the binomial forest algorithm is around two. This
indicates good spatial locality in the trace, primarily due to sequential accesses within basic
blocks. For the naive algorithm, of course, the number of comparisons is constant at six.
The set associative cache simulation times for two di erent ranges of caches are given
12 No. of Comps. denotes the mean number of comparisons per trace address in this and subsequent

tables.
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No. of Comps.
Workload Naive
BT
gcc
6.0 1.9530
espresso
6.0 1.9309
spice2g6
6.0 1.9500
intmc
6.0 2.0566
mean
6.0 1.9726

Exec.
Naive
802.7
789.0
802.5
806.7
800.2

Time
BT
468.5
465.6
464.4
499.2
474.4

Table 3: Performance of Variable Line Size Direct Mapped Cache algorithms. Caches
C14i ?i; i = 3; : : : 8.
in Table 4 and Table 5. The degree of associativity is eight in the former and four in the
latter. The number of sets is also di erent. From the tables we see that associativity does
not change the relative performance of the algorithms much for this set of traces. The
number of comparisons per trace address is also given for Table 5. The all-associativity
simulation times are without cleaning. Runs done with cleaning enabled show that, if the
memory limit is set appropriately, the time with cleaning is occasionally better than the
time without. This is because cleaning removes unnecessary nodes from the stacks and the
number of comparisons that need to be done is less. But the di erence is not signi cant.
The algorithm described in this paper outperforms all-associativity simulation by close
to a factor of ve for the gcc trace. Gcc references many distinct addresses and the resulting
big stack is the cause for the poor performance of all-associativity. On other traces the
performance di erence is a factor of 1:5-2. On the average GFS performs better than allassociativity simulation. The GBT algorithm outperforms GFS by about a factor of 1:4
on the average. We also did simulation runs using Tycho, which is a software package for
doing all-associativity simulation [5]. As noted before, there is overhead associated with
such packages. As an example, for simulating the rst 100 million references of spice2g 6,
for the caches in Table 5, Tycho took 6993:0secs of user time, on a DEC3100.

6 Conclusion
The increasing di erence in the speed of the CPU and memory have made cache memories more important. This has resulted in larger caches and greater interest in cache design.
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Workload
gcc
espresso
spice2g6
intmc
mean

GFS All Ass.
810.5 2355.6
429.1
455.0
523.4
885.1
344.9
342.0
527.0 1009.4

GBT
565.7
296.9
453.1
226.9
385.7

Table 4: Performance of Constant Line Size Set Associative Cache algorithms. Caches
Ci3(j ); i = 7; : : :; 11; j = 1; : : :; 8.

No. of Comps.
Workload GFS All Ass. GBT
gcc
4.7973 10.4914 2.6851
espresso 2.2834 1.7155 1.5515
spice2g6 3.3290 4.0130 2.1007
intmc
1.6982 1.3959 1.3035
mean
3.027
4.404 1.9102

Exec. Time
GFS All Ass. GBT
737.3 2286.9 605.5
416.6
478.1 324.6
554.4
878.6 478.7
325.4
384.7 258.2
508.4 1007.1 416.8

Table 5: Performance of Constant Line Size Set Associative Cache algorithms. Caches
Ci3(j ); i = 7; : : :; 13; j = 1; : : :; 4.
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In this paper, techniques for single-pass simulation of classes of direct mapped and set
associative caches are presented assuming bit selection and LRU. Three classes of caches
are considered. Direct mapped caches of constant LS and varying NS, direct mapped caches
of constant CS and varying NS and set associative caches of constant LS and varying NS
and DA. It is shown that the caches can be represented using binomial trees or generalized
binomial trees. Algorithms are developed for the simulation of entire classes based on these
data structures. Analytical and empirical comparisons are made between the new algorithms
and algorithms such as forest simulation and all-associativity simulation published earlier
in literature. Analytical comparisons show that the new algorithms always require fewer
comparisons. The actual di erence in comparisons depends on trace characteristics. But
the cost of each comparison is higher for the new algorithms. Empirical evaluations reveal
that the constant line size direct mapped cache algorithm performs about the same as the
forest simulation algorithm. The constant cache size algorithm achieves about a factor of
two performance improvement over the naive algorithm, the only other algorithm known
for this class. The constant line size set associative cache algorithm performs about a factor
of 1.5 times better than all-associativity simulation and GFS for most traces. But for traces
with a large working set size the performance of all-associativity simulation is poor.
Apart from the utility of the algorithms for cache simulation the binomial tree data
structures present a new way of looking at classes of caches. There is the notion of sets
dominating other sets which decides what smaller caches contain. A duality between spatial
and temporal locality is demonstrated. It is argued that the classes of caches considered
correspond to di erent trade-o s: spatial locality { temporal locality and locality { cost.
Considerable research has been done on developing models for program behavior [14,
16, 15, 1]. Recent work has focused on access patterns of workloads in order to develop
e ective memory hierarchies. Many analytic models do not consider the constraints such
as bit selection, under which caches and memory hierarchies are designed. In this context,
the present work provides an interesting representation of a range of design alternatives.
Independent of its utility in actual simulation of caches, the binomial tree algorithms could
form the basis for locality models that consider the constraints of cache design.
Some directions for future work are:
1. Generalizing the algorithms to simulate multi-level caches.
2. Using the binomial tree representations for exploring locality models.
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Appendix
Generalized Binomial Trees
De nition 1: The following is a de nition by construction of a GBT (Fig. 14). A GBT of

degree zero B0 (n) is a list of length n. A GBT of degree x Bx (n) is constructed by putting
together two GBTs of degree x ? 1 Bx?1 (n) and Bx?1 (n) as follows:
0

1. Two segments of lengths n1 and n2 beginning at the roots of Bx?1 (n) and Bx?1 (n)
are removed from the root-lists so that n1 + n2 = n.
0

2. These two segments are merged in an order, determined by the application, to form
the root-list of Bx (n).
3. The remaining parts of Bx?1 (n) and Bx?1 (n) are attached to the end of this root-list.
0

Lemma 4: A GBT(n) of degree x has n2x nodes.
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Figure 14: De nition of the generalized binomial tree
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Figure 15: Example GBT to illustrate de nitions
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Proof :
By induction on the degree. 2

(inclusive) e).
De nition 2: The rank of a node in a GBT is de ned to be log(d Number of descendants
n

De nition 3: The tree rooted at a node is obtained by pruning all the ancestors of a
node.

De nition 4: The degree of a tree is the rank of the root of the tree.
The following lemma proves that the de nition of degree above is consistent with its
usage earlier.

Lemma 5: All the nodes in the root-list of a GBT of degree x are of rank x.
Proof :
There are n nodes in the root-list. The rank of the top node is: log nn2x = x. The rank
x
of the last node is: logd n2 ?n(n?1) e = logd2x ? 1 + n1 e = x. Clearly, the rank of the other
nodes in the root-list is also x. 2

Lemma 6: The rank of any node in a GBT is a whole number.
Proof :
By induction. 2

De nition 5: The list-child of a node in a GBT is that child which at some stage in the

combining process was a child of that node in the root-list. A tree-child of a node in a GBT
is any child that is not the list-child.

Lemma 7: A node can have at most one list child.
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Proof :
A node gets a list child only when it is one of the top n ? 1 nodes in the root-list.
But a node in the top n ? 1 of the root-list has only one child. So a node cannot have two
list-children. 2

Lemma 8: If a node of rank k in a GBT does not have a list child it has tree-children
of rank 0 to k ? 1. If it has a list-child of rank k ? r, then it has tree-children of rank
k ? j; j = 1; : : :; r.
Proof :
By induction. The statement is true for all nodes in a GBT of degree zero because the
nodes have only list-children. Assuming the statement is true for GBT of degree i, we prove
that it is true for a GBT of degree i + 1. A GBT of degree i + 1 is formed by combining
two GBTs of degree i. All nodes not in the root-list of the degree i + 1 GBT have the same
children as they did before combining. The lemma holds for such nodes by the induction
assumption. The nodes in the root-list of the degree i + 1 GBT, excepting the last node,
have only list children; the lemma is hence true for these nodes. The rank of the last node
in the root-list increases to i + 1. If node has a list-child of rank i ? r (or does not have a
list-child), by the induction assumption the node has tree-children of rank i ? r to i ? 1 (or
0 to i ? 1); the new child it got as a result of the combining is of rank i. The lemma thus
holds for the last node of the root-list too. The proof follows by induction. 2

It follows from the lemma above that the list-child is the child of lowest rank.

De nition 6: A subtree of degree r at a node is the tree left after pruning tree-children

of rank r and greater, and ancestors. The smallest subtree at a node is the tree left after
pruning all tree-children and ancestors.
in subtree e
Lemma 9: Degree of a subtree = logd Number of nodes
n
Proof :
By induction. 2

From the above lemma it follows that the de nition of degree for a subtree is the same
as the de nition of degree for a tree.
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Lemma 10: If a node of rank k in a GBT does not have a list-child, it has subtrees of
degree 0 through k ? 1. If the node has a list-child of rank k ? r, it has subtrees of degree
k ? j; j = 0; : : :; r.
Proof :
By induction along the lines of the proof for Lemma 8. 2

We illustrate the de nitions using Fig. 15. The gure shows how a GBT(2) of degree 2 is
constructed by combining GBT(2)s of lesser degrees. The top gure shows four GBT(2)s of
degree zero. The next gure is after one combining step and shows two GBT(2)s of degree
one. The bottom gure shows one GBT(2) of degree two. In the degree 2 tree, B is the
list-child of A and b is the list-child of B . Node c does not have a list-child. The subtrees
rooted at B are fB; bg of degree zero, fB; b; ag degree one, and fB; b; a; C; c; D; dg of degree
two. The subtrees rooted at c are fcg of degree zero, and fc; D; dg of degree one.
Intuitively, a GBT is a result of merging lists and binomial trees. Accordingly nodes
can have two kinds of children: tree-children and list-children. A node can have only one
list-child however, since whenever a node gets a new list-child, it has to be one of the top
n ? 1 nodes and it loses all of its other children. List-children are not separated from a node
in the de nition of subtrees. Since a binomial tree (GBT(1)) does not have list-children,
the above de nition of subtrees may be shown to be the same as the earlier de nition.
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